Breast cancer expression profiling: the impact of microarray testing on clinical decision making.
The available clinical prognostic tools show an obvious limitation in predicting the outcome of breast cancer patients, and pathological features cannot classify tumours accurately. Microarray-based molecular classification of breast tumours or selection of gene expression panels to improve risk prediction or treatment outcomes are thought to be theoretically superior to established clinical and pathological criteria, based on guidelines such as the St Gallen and National Institute of Health consensus, or which use specific prognostic tools, such as the Nottingham Prognostic Index or Adjuvant-Online algorithm. Although two diagnostic tests based on gene expression profiling of breast cancer are commercially available, a new molecular classification and molecular forecasting of breast cancer based on expression profiling cannot outperform the standard tumour diagnostic at present. This review focuses on some important problems in the practical application of molecular profiling of breast cancer for clinical purposes.